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Capture One partners with
LOOKSLIKEFILM to deliver its signature
looks
LOOKSLIKEFILM launches its first Capture One Style Pack,
created by founder Lukas Piatek to bring the look at feel of
the community to a new platform
COPENHAGEN, September 26th, 2019: Capture One, the world’s premier
name in photo editing software has partnered with LOOKSLIKEFILM, the
beloved and dominant creative community distinguished by its unique filmlooks, presets, and the famous ‘Choo Choo’ promotional feature.
For the very first time, LOOKSLIKEFILM imagery can be achieved and enjoyed

with speed and ease on a whole new platform, opening up the inspiring
visuals and LOOKSLIKEFILM experience to a whole new audience, and
introducing its current audience to a new world of creative power with
Capture One.
‘Reverie Styles’ will be the inaugural Capture One Style pack from
LOOKSLIKEFILM, meticulously curated and refined by LOOKSLIKEFILM
founder, Lukas Piatek. The Style’s color palette is very adaptable, and pairs
just as beautifully with moody cinematic edits to as with clean film-like looks.
“The Reverie Styles was developed to make photo editing as efficient as possible,
and I am so excited and simply cannot wait to see what all of you will be able to
achieve with this set,” said Lukas Piatek. “The Styles can be your final edit or
your first starting point, but there is enough room to experiment and create your
own personalized look,”
‘Reverie’ will include 8 Styles in total; 4 color and 4 B&W. Between them,
users will find perfect choices for everything from overcast days to blue hour:
Reverie – Alpha: Warm-up shadows, clean whites, and nice contrasts. Perfect
for overcast days with even soft light.
Reverie – Beta: A beautiful style that throws a warm layer of tones over
highlights and shadows. Works really well for blue hour photos but is pretty
versatile.
Reverie – Delta: Gives a wonderful clean look across the color palette, so for
classic and timeless looks, this will be your first option in any scenario.
Reverie – Gamma: ‘Moody’ is the word that perfectly describes this style. A
yellow-reddish mix of mid-tones and shadows will make this style perfect for
golden hour shots.
Reverie – BW Styles: All of the black and white styles are made to give your
images a cinematic feel and finish. From clean and strong contrasts over to
faded highlights & shadows. Each style will give you the perfect result for
images that need that special monochrome look.
The Reverie Style pack combined with the pro editing tools and intuitive

interface of Capture One allows users to make stunning and consistent
images in just a few clicks.
For more information, please visit:
www.captureone.com/explore/lookslikefilm-styles
Pricing and Availability
‘Reverie’ by Lukas Piatek is available now in the Capture One e-store for 39
USD/49 EUR.

About Phase One and Capture One
Capture One is the award-winning professional choice in image editing
software. With native support for more than 500 camera models, Capture One
software offers fast and powerful RAW conversion, image editing and asset
management. Capture One features a highly responsive processing engine,
unmatched color handling, precision-editing tools, and seamless tethered
support.
Capture One is developed by Phase One A/S, the world’s leading
manufacturer of medium format digital photography systems and imaging
solutions for professional photographers, and cultural heritage and industrial
solutions. Established in 1993, Phase One has pioneered the field of digital
camera systems and imaging software, including multiple breakthroughs –
from the world’s first 100MP camera systems to advanced imaging workflows
in Capture One.
By controlling all aspects of the medium format camera system supply chain,
Phase One is uniquely positioned to help photographers and imaging experts
everywhere stand out from the competition and realize their creative visions
without compromise.
Based in Copenhagen, Denmark, and with offices in New York, Tokyo,
Cologne, Shanghai and Tel Aviv, Phase One is committed to delivering an
unmatched level of service and support to every customer through this expert
team of global partners.
Phase One and Capture One are registered trademarks of Phase One A/S. All
other brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of

their respective holders.
Learn more here:
Capture One at: www.captureone.comPhase One at:
www.phaseone.comFacebook at: www.facebook.com/CaptureOnePro
Instagram at: www.instagram.com/CaptureOnePro
YouTube at: www.youtube.com/CaptureOneProDK
LinkedIn at: www.linkedin.com/company/capture-one

